INITIAL NATIONAL COMMUNICATION-TANZANIA

WHAT DO YOU PERCEIVE TO HAVE BEEN THE PRIORITY MITIGATION OPTIONS FOR THE PARTY?

- Sectoral analysis show that priority mitigation option was under the energy sector- i.e the efficiency improvements specifically- increase the efficiency of exiting power generation systems by repowering and improving transmission and distribution systems

- This was determined using the multiple criteria assessment with the help of expert choice

- It is possible to replicate this option in most of our countries

- A mitigation assessment was undertaken- the following were carried out:
  
  - Identification
  - Ranking
  - Cost analysis
Group 2- English

• Challenges
  – Lack of funding
  – Lack of human resources
  – Lack of infrastructure
  – Limitation of models
  -The team lacked the necessary data and tools to perform quantitative analysis sector.

• faced also with methodological constraints related to the lack of the explicit guidelines for development and reporting of the mitigation analysis.

Solutions
-Enhance the capacities of coordinator to supervise running of models
-Train more experts to run models
Group 2- English

• Conclusion:
  There is need to develop programs for implementation of those mitigation options found as of negative cost of GHG reduction. Barriers, policy needs and stakeholder involved will be addressed into these programs.